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3 comp sink not set up
3 comp sink in ice cream area 
Dish machine

Cl
Cl

100

Walk in cooler 40

Beans stove
Pork cheese mixture make line ric
Sliced tomatoes make line cooler
Pico de gallo make line cooler
Raw beef make line cooler
Raw fish wic
Raw chicken wic
Pork cheese mixture wic prepped 30 min go
Raw beef wic

Hot Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cooling
Cold Holding

112
42
38
38
38
40
40
48
40
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8: No soap available at hand washing sink near stove. This is a repeat violation, 
a warning letter will be requested.
11: 3 severely dented cans of jalapeños stored with sound cans. This is a repeat 
violation, a warning letter will be requested.
19: Pic keeps beans on stove to hot hold and serve. Beans on stove were not in 
proper temp range. Pic stated they have been there for awhile. Pic discarded 
beans. Discussed hot holding temps.
37: Employee drink stored on rack next to clean dishes
39: Numerous dirty wiping cloths left out on counters not stored in santi bucket
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1:  (IN): PIC demonstrates knowledge by correctly answering questions regarding principles applicable to the food 
operation.
2: Management awareness 
3:  (IN) There are no food workers observed working with specific reportable symptoms or illnesses.
4:  (IN) Employee isn't drinking, eating, or using tobacco in a food preparation area.
5:  (IN) No employees exhibiting persistent coughing, sneezing, runny nose, or watery eyes.
6: Employees stayed on task. Discussed hand washing
7:  (IN) Employees are observed using suitable utensils or gloves to prevent bare hand (or arm) contact with ready-to-eat 
foods.
9: See food source
10:  (NO): No food received during inspection.
12:  (NO) Shellstock or raw, raw-marinated and undercooked fish are sold periodically in the establishment, but are not 
being sold at the time of inspection and prior compliance through tags, invoices, or purchase records cannot be verified.
13:  (IN) All raw animal food is separated and protected as required.
14:  (IN) All food contact surfaces of equipment and utensils cleaned and sanitized using approved methods.
15:  (IN) No unsafe, returned or previously served food served.
16: No cooking was observed, discussed cooking temps
17:  (NO) No TCS foods reheated during inspection.
18: Cooling was observed, temps were within proper range. Discussed cooling methods.
20: Temps were within proper range
21:  (IN) Verified date marking system in place for all ready-to-eat TCS foods that are held longer than 24 hours.
22:  (NA) No food held under time as a public health control.
23: Menu is compliant with consumer advisory 
24:  (NA) A highly susceptible population is not served.
25:  (NA) Establishment does not use any additives or sulfites on the premises.
26:  (IN) All poisonous or toxic items are properly identified, stored, and used.
27:  (NA) Establishment is not required to have a variance or HACCP plan, performs no special processes.
57: 
58:

See last page for additional comments.
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See last page for additional comments.



Source Type: Food Source: Pfg

Source Type: Water Source: Smyrna city

Source Type: Source:

Source Type: Source:

Source Type: Source:

Sabor Latino Restaurante
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Lanuevajerusalem34@gmail.com

I will be back out within 10 days for a follow-up inspection to verify all priority item violations have been corrected.

Will send applicable food safety fact sheet and will discuss a food safety plan.

Additional Comments


